We develop high-order numerical methods for solving wave equations with van der Pol type nonlinear boundary conditions. Based on the wave reflection on the boundaries, we first solve the corresponding Riemann invariants by constructing two iterative mappings, and then, regarding the regularity of boundary conditions, propose two different high-order numerical approaches to the system. When the degree of regularity is high, we establish a sixth-order finite difference scheme. While for a low degree of regularity, we provide another method by utilizing the high-order GaussKronrod quadrature rule. Numerical experiments are performed to illustrate the proposed approaches.
Introduction
We consider the numerical solutions of the onedimensional wave equation system associated with a van der Pol boundary condition in the form of (1.1)            w tt (x, t) = w xx (x, t), ∀ (x, t) ∈ (0, 1) × (0, ∞), w x (0, t) = −ηw t (0, t), ∀ t ∈ (0, ∞), w x (1, t) = αw t (1, t) − βw 3 t (1, t), ∀ t ∈ (0, ∞), w(x, 0) = w 0 (x), ∀ x ∈ (0, 1), w t (x, 0) = w 1 (x), ∀ x ∈ (0, 1), where η = 1, α ∈ (0, 1), and β are given real constants. The wave equation itself is linear and represents the infinite-dimensional harmonic oscillator. The lefthanded side boundary condition (at x = 0) is also linear, where η > 0 indicates that energy is being injected into the system at x = 0 (see, e.g., [5, 7] and references therein). However, the right-handed side boundary condition (at x = 1) is nonlinear when β = 0, which is usually called a van der Pol type boundary condition (see, e.g., [5, 1, 2, 3, 4, 10, 9, 11, 17, 12, 13, 14] ).
The PDE system (1.1) has recently received considerable attention since it exhibits many interesting and complicated dynamical phenomena, such as limit cycles and chaotic behavior of (w t , w x ) when the parameters α, β, and η assume certain values [1] - [14] . Different from chaotic systems of ODEs, this is an important and useful infinite-dimensional model for studying spatiotemporal chaos as time varies [4] - [13] . For instance, the propagation of acoustic waves in a pipe satisfies above linear wave equation.
The boundary conditions appeared in (1.1) can create chaotic acoustical vibrations for (w t , w x ). Such type of vibrations, for example, can be generated by noise signals radiated from underwater vehicles [6, 19, 20] . There are also intensive research on the properties of chaotic acoustical vibrations in current literature. Hence, numerical investigation of such chaotic characteristics may lead to an improved performance of underwater acoustic systems. The boundary conditions of (1.1), in particular the van der Pol type nonlinearity, present a challenge to the traditional numerical approaches. In applications, it is natural to assume there hold the compatibility conditions (1.2) w 0 (0) = −ηw 1 (0) and w 0 (1) = αw 1 (1) − βw
However, with (1.2) alone, the solution of (1.1) (in the weak solution sense) is in general of class C 1 even if w 0 and w 1 are of class C ∞ . In order to obtain better regularity, we need to impose the initial conditions met in the corners to be smooth. In particular, a C k solution of (1.1) requires additional compatibility conditions
hold for j = 1, 2, . . . , k, which usually are not necessary to be fulfilled in reality. Without suitable regularity, those high-order finite difference schemes will be in trouble since they are built on the existence of higher derivatives. Moreover, their stability analysis remains difficult due to nonlinear boundary conditions.
Let f be a function defined on a closed interval I = [a, b]. The total variation V I (f ) of f on I is given as
where the superior is taken over all the finite partitions π : {a = y 0 < y 1 < y 2 < · · · < y m = b}.
Consider the Riemann invariants of (1.1)
Then we have the following results.
For every given β > 0, there exists a class of initial data (u 0 , v 0 ) satisfying the compatibility conditions
with finite total variations
(ii) If either η 1 < η < η 0 or η
(iii) There exists a η c ∈ (η 1 , η 0 ) such that for any η ∈ [η c , η
for some c 1 > 0 and c 2 > 0. That is, the growth rates of the total variation of u(·, t) and v(·, t) are exponential as t → ∞.
Conclusions (ii) and (iii) imply the behaviors of (u, v) can be irregular even when the given initial conditions (u 0 , v 0 ) are regular. The total variations of u(·, t) and v(·, t) become large indicates that u and v undergo some rapid fluctuations. In particular, (iii) states the exponential growth rates of the total variation of u(·, t) and v(·, t) if the parameter η enters some neighborhood of η = 1, which corresponds to chaotic dynamics [9] . We know that (w x , w t ) and (u, v) are topologically conjugate and thus equivalent. Hence, both w x and w t may be very sensitive to any computation errors and any order of finite difference approximations to w x and w t will not be able to provide a reasonable convergence as the parameter η falls into some neighborhood of η = 1. Let T > 0 denotes the terminal time for simulation. To develop a second order finite difference scheme for (1.1), we first discretize the physical domain [0, 1]×[0, T ] with (N + 1) × (M + 1) uniform grid points
and then seek the approximate solution w k n ≈ w(x n , t k ) over all grid points (x n , t k ). By using centered finite difference approximations for second derivatives, we obtain a discretized explicit scheme to the wave equation
. Similarly, discretization of the boundary conditions gives (1.4)
The first initial condition provides w 0 n = w 0 (x n ). The second initial condition is approximated by
for which w
. Now, it is not difficult to see from (1.4) that one has to solve a cubic polynomial to get w k+1 N for each k ≥ 1, which will complicate the stability analysis of above scheme.
In this paper, different from the described method above, we develop a high-order computational scheme for numerical solution of (1.1). More specifically, instead of directly applying the finite difference approximations, we first establish two iterations for computing the Riemann invariants of (1.1) via two one-dimensional mappings, and then approximate the solution through highorder numerical methods. Our proposed approaches can provide high order convergence rate provided that the required compatible conditions are met. The outcome is useful and important, for example, in the study of rapid vibrations and its control, since numerical simulations may be necessary and critical in applications.
Our paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we detail how to solve first-order hyperbolic systems with 'mixed' boundary conditions. In section 3 we apply the results in section 2 to represent the Riemann invariants of (1.1). A high-order quadrature method and a highorder finite difference method for solving (1.1) with the help of the Riemann invariants are described in section 4 and 5, respectively. Some numerical simulations are given in section 6 and a few concluding remarks are summarized in section 7.
First-order hyperbolic systems
In this section, we consider a canonical first-order hyperbolic system in the form of (2.1)
with 'mixed' boundary conditions
where φ and ϕ are continuous one-to-one functions on R, initial conditions
and the compatible conditions
The 'mixed' boundary conditions represent the interaction of wave reflections and need a special attention in solving (2.1). We know that the general solution of (2.1) reads
where f and g are arbitrary differentiable functions.
The characteristics x ± t of (2.1) are the quantities that actually propagate in the flow. The general solution indicates that u is characterized by the wave traveling to the left at a unit speed, while v is determined by the wave moving to the right at the same speed. By observing
we know that u is characterized by the wave outgoing on characteristic x + t to the left boundary x = 0, while v is determined by the wave incoming on a characteristic x − t at the right boundary x = 1. Since the spatiotemporal variable x ∈ [0, 1] and the speed of the traveling wave is one, if a wave starts at x = 0 at time t then it is not difficult to see that it will hit the boundary x = 0 at t = 2 by the boundary reflections. Below we will show formally that this is indeed the case for any x ∈ [0, 1]. We assume 0 ≤ t ≤ 2 and study the wave solution u(x, t) first.
When 0 ≤ t ≤ 1 − x, we immediately have
and thus at the time t = 1 − x, the wave starting at x arrives at the left boundary x = 0. When 1 − x ≤ t ≤ 2 − x, by noting that
and the boundary condition u(1, t) = φ(v(1, t)), one has
Thus, at t = 2−x the wave moves to the right boundary
which implies that for x ∈ [0, 1] wave comes back to the location x with the same moving direction at the time t = 2. In other words, the wave has a 'period of two' in terms of its dynamics. In summary we have obtained
Similarly, the wave moving to the right can be discussed in the same way. We still consider the case for 0 ≤ t ≤ 2.
Hence the wave starting at x will hit the right boundary x = 1 at the time t = x. Next, when x ≤ t ≤ x + 1, boundary condition v(0, t) = ϕ(u(0, t)) yields
Thus, the wave starting at x arrives at x = 0 at t = x+1.
When x + 1 ≤ t ≤ 2, both boundary conditions v(0, t) = ϕ(u(0, t)) and u(1, t) = φ(v(1, t)) imply
which indicates the wave starting at x will return to x with the same moving direction at the time t = 2. Therefore, the solution v on time interval 0 ≤ t ≤ 2 can be expressed as 
. In this case, the solution (u, v) given by (2.3) and (2.4) is usually called a generalized or weak solution of (2.1). It is not difficult to see that u, v may have jumps along the characteristic lines x ± t = constant. If we further impose additional compatible conditions
given by (2.3) and (2.4) is the classical solution provided that u 0 , v 0 ∈ C 1 ([0, 1]) and ϕ, φ ∈ C 1 (R).
In general, we show the wave dynamics of (2.1) is completely determined by the wave reflections in 0 ≤ t ≤ 2. Similar results were reported in [1, 7] .
. For any t > 0, we denote t = 2n + τ with 0 ≤ τ < 2. Then the weak solution of (2.1) is given by
where (ϕ • φ) n represents the n-times iterative compositions of ϕ • φ with n = 0, 1, 2, . . . .
Proof. The general solution of (2.1) is given by
where f and g are arbitrary differentiable functions. The boundary conditions give
Since we already discussed the case with 0 ≤ t ≤ 2, we only need to consider t > 2. The wave-reflections at the boundaries (x = 0 and x = 1) generate the following relation
For any t > 0, we write t = 2n + τ for some n = 0, 1, 2, · · · and 0 ≤ τ < 2. Then the conclusion follows from (2.3) and (2.4) by induction.
The following corollary states the regularity of the solution of (2.1)
for 0 ≤ j ≤ k. Then the solution of (2.1) is of class C k .
Based on previous section, we are ready to discuss the wave equation (1.1) as one application. Let u and v be the Riemann invariants of (1.1) defined as w x (x, t) = u(x, t) + v(x, t), w t (x, t) = u(x, t) − v(x, t).
Then (1.1) can be converted into a first order hyperbolic system (3.1) ∂ ∂t
The boundary condition at x = 0 now becomes
i.e., v(0, t) = 
β 2 > 0. Thus, we can write
In summary, we obtain ϕ(z) = η+1 η−1 z and
The initial conditions are now given by
According to Theorem 2.1, we have the following results.
Theorem 3.1. The Riemann invariants of (1.1) can be expressed in an iterative form as
where t = 2n + τ with 0 ≤ τ < 2 and (ϕ • φ) n represents the n-times iterative compositions of ϕ • φ.
By using (3.3) and (3.4) , the solution u and v of (3.1) can be represented by the iterations of the maps ϕ • φ and φ • ϕ on R, respectively. The dynamical behavior of u and v are completely characterized by these onedimensional maps. Their regularity conditions are the same as described in Corollary 2.1.
High-order quadrature method
By definition of the Riemann invariants of (1.1) we have
which obviously gives
where w(x, 0) = w 0 (x) is given. Since Theorem 3.1 already provides us the iterative formulas for calculating u and v, our idea is to directly employ high-order quadrature methods for approximating above integral. Since (u, v) may have non-smooth points along the characteristic lines x ± t = constant, we divide the interval (0, t) along all possible nonsmooth points of u and v. Let t = n + s with n ∈ N and s ∈ [0, 1). Given any ξ ∈ [0, 1], we split the integrations of u and v, respectively, as if s ≤ ξ, then 
If (u, v) are continuous over [0, 1] × (0, ∞), then the above setting avoids integrating across irregular points whose derivatives may not exist. In fact, if we use the same step size in both spatial and temporal discretization, then it automatically includes all these splitting points. Such treatment makes possible for us to obtain high-order accuracy without additional compatible assumptions provided that u 0 and v 0 are smooth enough.
For convenience of description, let x ∈ [0, 1] be fixed and we denoteŵ(t) = u(x, t) orŵ(t) = v(x, t). After discretizing the time range [0, T ] with an uniform mesh
we could split the integral as
where each sub-integral over [t k , t k+1 ] is approximated by the seven points Gauss-Kronrod quadrature rule [8] 
, and γ = 1 √ 5
. We remark that above rule is an extension of the four points Gauss-Lobatto quadrature rule [8] 
High-order finite difference method
To better demonstrate the advantage of the quadrature method, we also consider a high-order accurate finite difference method for solving the differential equation
with a given initial condition w(x, 0) = w 0 (x). Similarly, we discretize the physical domain [0, 1] × [0, T ] by (N + 1) × (M + 1) uniform grid points and denote
where, for
We further denote w j = w(t j ) for j = 0, 1, 2, · · · , M . Through matching the coefficients of Taylor expansions one can obtain the following sixth-order accurate finite difference scheme [18, 15] 1 60 (wj−3 − 15wj−2 − 80wj−1 + 80wj + 15wj+1 − wj+2)
for j = 3, 4, · · · , M − 2 with another four equations
Notice that w j for j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , M in the right hand side are provided by evaluating u and v at corresponding grid points, we thus can solve above linear systems to get w j and thus w(x n , t j ) over all grid points. Above scheme gives a sixth-order accuracy in temporal variable provided that the corresponding compatible conditions (1.3) hold up to sixth derivatives.
Numerical examples
In this section we present numerical tests with three different methods developed in our paper. We will choose α = 0.5, β = 1, and η = 0.55 if not explicitly specified.
In discretization we choose identical spatial and temporal step size h = ∆x = ∆t. Denote by w h (x i , t j ) the approximated solution to w(x, t) at grid point (x i , t j ) with x i = ih and t j = jh. Since the analytic solutions are unknown, we use the approximation w q (x, t) obtained by quadrature method with h = 1/640 as the benchmark reference. We measure the maximum absolute error E h of current approximation w h by subtracting it from the reference solution w q over their shared grid points. As in [16] , the order of accuracy is estimated by the ratio R = log 2 E 2h E h , which equals 2 for our central difference scheme (FD-2).
6.1 Example 1. Let the initial conditions be w 0 (x) = κx 6 (x − 1) 6 and w 1 (x) = κ e Table 1 . Notice that here w 0 and w 1 satisfy the compatible conditions (1.3) up to the sixth derivative. As expected, we observe a roughly sixthorder convergence rate in our sixth-order difference scheme (FD-6). However, the quadrature method gives much higher order approximations. 
elsewhere, and
elsewhere, where h = Table 2 and 3, respectively. Since u 0 , v 0 ∈ C 2 , the solution of (1.1) is expected to be of C 2 . Also, the compatible conditions (1.3) are satisfied up to first order. The results show that the FD-6 scheme achieves fourth-order, while the quadrature method keeps high-order accuracy even with T = 8. w 1 (x) = 4 sin πx + 3.5 sin 2 πx, which gives u 0 (x) = 4 sin πx, v 0 (x) = −3.5 sin 2 πx. In this case, the compatible conditions (1.3) hold up to only first order, which implies that the solution of (1.1) with this initial data will be of C 1 class. The error results for Example 3 with T = 2 are given in Table 4 . We see that the sixth-order finite difference scheme produces only second order accuracy, which is much lower than that of the quadrature method. Table 4 . Similarly, the quadrature method has obvious advantage over both FD-2 and FD-6 schemes in terms of order of accuracy. 
Concluding remarks
In this paper, we have proposed and compared three numerical methods for solving wave equations with nonlinear van der Pol type boundary conditions. In particular, experiments show that the quadrature method gives better solutions compared to both second-order and sixth-order finite difference methods. Its high-order accuracy is not deteriorated by a low regularity of compatibility conditions. Thus, the proposed characteristics approach along with quadrature method can provide more accurate numerical solutions of (1.1).
